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Juv002. Juvenal 

[Venice?], [unidentified printer] 1470 

Title page: none. 

Colophon: f. 65r: Iuuenalis Aquinaris ſathirarum | liber ultimus foeliciter explicit | 
M.CCCC.LXX. 
[sic: Aquinaris ſathirarum 

Collation: Royal 4° by half sheets: [1–510 6–78], 66 leaves (f. 66 blank), unnumbered. 

Contents: f. 1r ‘[  4]EMPER EGO AVDITOR TAN|tum nunquam ne reponam? | Vexatus totiens 
rauci theſeide codri? | Impũe ergo ...’; f. 65r ‘| Vt lęti falleris omnes: & torquibus omnes. | 
[colophon]’; f. 65v blank; f. 66 blank. 

Typography: 113R; blank spaces left for greek; one- or two-line space for initial at start of 

each satire; 2 lines of space left between each satire for insertion of manuscript title; 30 

(also 31) lines; 169 × 113 mm; no catchwords or signatures. 

Paper: Royal paper (54 × 37 cm): page size 26.2 × 18.3 cm (British Library), 27 x 18 cm 

(British Library). 16.5 edition sheets. 

First dated edition of Juvenal 

Printed on a one-pull press 

The printer has not been identified, though the type appears to be Venetian. This edition 

is listed among the unassigned Venetian presses in BMC v. Following Proctor, the British 

Library General Catalogue and the Catalogue général des incunables (no. 6903) assigned 

the book to the press of Vindelinus de Spira who has a very similar roman type. The 

Catalogue des incunables of the Bibliothèque nationale de France (J-345) lists the printer 

anonymously as ‘imprimeur du Juvenalis’. The British Library General Catalogue 

wrongly called this the editio princeps. 

The satires are not numbered individually and do not have titles but are arranged in five 

books, as in one of the major manuscript traditions. The text is poor, showing very 

wayward spellings influenced by the Italian vernacular. ‘The type is irregular and the 

press-work poor’ (BMC v, 582). 

The pattern of watermarks in the British Library copy confirms that the book was printed 

as quarto half sheets (as if each half sheet was a separate small folio sheet); note especially 

the pattern in gatherings 5 and 6: 

1 : o o o x x || x x o o o 

2 : o o o x x || x x o o o 

3 : x x o o o || o o o x x  

4 : o o o x o || o x o o o 

5 : x o o o x || x o o o x 

6 :   o o o o || o o o o 

7 :   o o o x || x o o - 

The two pages which have thirty-one lines (instead of the regular thirty) are conjugate: ff. 

41v and 50r comprise the inner forme of the outer sheet of the fifth gathering of a quarto 

printed by half-sheets. This suggests that some sort of copy-fitting was going on and also 

tends to suggest setting by forme, rather than sequential page-by-page setting which has 

been suggested for some of these early half-sheet folios (Needham, 1987, 39–54; 

McKerrow, 1994, p. 57, Bühler, 1970, 145). The misalignment of individual pages seen 

in the BNF and BL copies (e.g. on [e]2v and [f]1v in the BL copy) suggests that the book 

was printed one page at a time, which is not inconsistent with setting by formes. 
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The British Library copy has a manuscript title in red ink at the top of f. 1: ‘Iunij Iuuenalis 
Aquina[t]is Satyra[rum] liber Incip[it] feliciter.’ and also has a title for Satire II. The BNF 

copy has a MS title in red for Satire I: ‘Iuuenał ſatira  feliciť Incit | mãȝ & cãȝ ſatira  hac 
inſpice ṗma’; it also has manuscript titles in red for satires 2–12 and blank spaces for the 

remainder.The Rylands copy has a trace of a signature (truncated) at the foot of f. 41r and 

57r. 

Other items recorded for this printer by ISTC are Aretinus, Isagogicon (BMC v, 582, 

IA.25035 ) and Seneca, De quattuor virtutibus (BMC v, 582, IA.25037). 

Bibliographical references: HR9665; BMC v, 582; Goff J626; CIBN J-345; GW M15788; 

ISTC ij00626000. 

Locations: Copenhagen: KB. Florence: BLaurenziana. London: British Library (*IB.25033 = 

C.3.b.9; lacks the final blank; copy washed, removing frequent MSS notes). Jena: ULB 

(imperfect). Leipzig: DB/BuchM. Manchester: JRyUL (*3308). New Haven: Yale UL, 

Beinecke Library. Paris: BNF (§Rés.g.Yc.488). Utrecht: UB. Verona: BC.  

[10 copies] 

 
  


